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My favorite color was yellow 

Before

I grinned at the image of the brightness 

Of the sun

Of happiness

And I willed myself to like it

I willed myself to grin at the sunlight lap up the breeze 

I stared into it

And even though it brought tears to my eyes 

I kept grinning

And hoped that the yellow around me was bright enough to fog the running faucet in my mind 

I loved yellow until I hated it

Until yellow got obscured by darkness

I lapped up the breeze and found myself choking 

I clawed for the clouds and found myself broken

I closed my eyes and found solace in the darkness 

And I willed myself to harden

Until my soul started reaching for something more

It started twitching for more than the imagery in the brightness of the sun 

The sun gave way and shone brightly against my fluttering eyelids

And I was content

My favorite color is brown now 

I'm settling into my skin

I'm at peace with the darkness in my eyes because I know there's something beyond the sun 

And if the tears come I'LI keep grinning

And I'll like it

My favorite color was yellow 

Before

 



It's Over

Through efforts unbeknownst to even myself
I have seen the great beyond, it's just over the hill 
I'm pulled down taken away by their soul

They don't allow me to move on and I fall,
Losing the view, if I could just pass over my hilltop, 
Maybe ill find some clarification, yet I'm dragged down

I've apologized, wasted my time and theirs 
Their soul seems to be justified
If I could've tried to pull myself up, I still shouldn't

The soul understands when its over, they know where I've wronged 
Through trials, the soul deems me guilty
Tribulations among regrets

The horizon is gone now, I longed for that view
The light only shimmers to see what could have been
The soul has taught me about the moment, the one I can't lose

Its over, truth sets in the most terrible illness 
Black envelops, it's only fair
How I've moved on unwillingly, unbeknownst to me.


